Dialogue on the Framework for REDD Finance and Implementation
5-6 August 2009 - Gland, Switzerland

Dialogue Objectives

- Engage all major stakeholder groups in a constructive dialogue on options for REDD financial mechanisms
- Through the dialogue, identify and crystallize the true fracture lines in REDD financial schemes

Dialogue Location
IUCN Headquarters
28 Rue Mauverney
1196 Gland
+41 22 999 0001

Dialogue Co-Chairs
James Griffiths – WBCSD; Stewart Maginnis – IUCN

Agenda

**Wednesday 5 August**

8:30 Bus from Hotel Des Alpes to IUCN
8:50 Registration with TFD secretariat
9:00 Welcome, Introductions, Background
    - Welcome and opening - Bill Jackson
    - TFD and the Forest and Climate Initiative - Gary Dunning
    - Dialogues on Framework for REDD Finance and Implementation - Stewart Maginnis

10:30 Break
10:45 Update on REDD negotiations - Stewart Maginnis
12:00 Lunch
13:00 1st breakout sessions (mixed groups):
    - Address key points and major fracture lines in Montreux
    - How are the REDD financing instruments developing (for different phases)? How can we guarantee that the instruments have the capacity to stay viable in the long term?
    - What is the REDD strategy? What should be the commitment? Should there be a right to “opt-out” by NAI countries? If so, in which phase?
How can FPIC be brought into the negotiations on REDD Finance Mechanisms? How can safeguards be carried out in the next steps of negotiation?

Should REDD Finance Mechanism be designed to ensure co-benefits (e.g. SFM, Biodiversity)? If so, how and what degree of confidence would stakeholders have for a REDD Finance Mechanism under UNFCCC to achieve that?

What are the triggers for moving through different phases in the phased approach framework?

17:45 Adjourn
18:00 Bus from IUCN to Hotel des Alpes
19:00 Group Dinner

**Thursday 6 August**

8:00  Bus from Hotel Des Alpes to IUCN
8:30  Working group reports
10:45 2nd breakout session (Mixed Group Discussion): Fleshing out the recommendation matrix
12:00 Lunch
14:00 Working Group Reports
14:30 Break
14:45 Working Group Presentations Continue
16:00 Wrap up
   - Next Steps
   - REDD Readiness Field Dialogues
17:15 Adjourn
17:30 Bus from IUCN to Hotel Des Alpes